We prove a deviation inequality for sums of i.i.d. random variables.
pl-J2Xj-EX>tEx\ < exp -(c(a)(ntEX)a).
The method of proof follows a paper by Schechtman and Zinn [SZ] . The following lemma is elementary.
Lemma, (i) If j < N := [*£■] then log(p < 2j log(4).
(ii) E7"ir1/a<(l-a)-1 VO<a<l.
(iii) Ef=,(log(f ))1/Q < ncT(l + I), c > 1.
Proof, (i) is an immediate consequence of Stirling's formula and the fact that the function
is nondecreasing on (|, a) and vanishes at |. For j = [nj^] the inequality can be checked directly.
(iii) is proved by replacing the sum by an integral:
X>g1A* (-) < logx'a(cn) + /log1'* (2*) dt
-«r(i+i). □ Let 0 < a < 1, and let X be a nonnegative random variable such that
Let (Xj)"=l be independent copies of X, and let (XJ) be the nonincreasing rearrangement of ( A/Q(X):=inf j/>0:£expf^J < 2} , we get the following Corollary. Let 0 < a < 1, and let X be a nonnegative random variable such that Na(X) < 00. Then for t > 22'a+3'2r (l + -} Na(X) and n >2(ax'a(l -a)T (l +-Y we have
The result is optimal, as can be shown by choosing for X a random variable with density function caexp(-/a), ca = r(l + -J .
In this case we conclude that oc P(X>x) = -%-r-jaxa-xexp-tadt
Remark. It is easy to get an estimate for P(^E^<^) (t<UE:=EX). 
